1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Most existing controlled terminologies can be characterized as collections of terms that are arranged in a simple list or organized in a hierarchy. These terminologies are useful for standardizing terms and encoding data and are used in many existing information systems. As such, large amounts of data have been recorded using these terminologies. However, they suffer from a number of limitations that make data reuse difficult. Relatively recently, it has been proposed that formal ontological methods can be applied to some of the problems of terminological design. In the application of formal ontological methods, a crucial distinction to be made is the one between concepts (embodiments of knowledge about biomedical reality) and terms (what is used to code patient data at a certain point in time, based on the particular terminology version). Techniques from computer science have historically been used to represent terminologies in computer-based information systems. *Ontological engineering* is defined as "the set of activities that concern the ontology development process, the ontology life cycle, and the methodologies, tools and languages for building ontologies" [@b0005]. The AI community has developed methods in the form of languages and reasoning algorithms that can be used to create terminologies that are amenable to computer-based automated reasoning. While ontological engineering has always drawn from different disciplines, more recently there has been an effort to directly incorporate philosophical notions in ontological engineering methods. *Formal ontology* is defined by Smith as "the science of what is, of the kinds and structures of objects, properties, events, processes and relations in every area of reality" [@b0010]. As an example of the perceived contributions of formal ontology, its practitioners seek to provide formal meanings of fundamental relations, such as the subsumption (or *is-a*) relation and the *part-of* relation as well as to provide guidelines on the proper use of these relations. Furthermore, it is argued that these methods will lead to the creation of terminologies that are of higher quality than many of the currently existing ones.

In addition, terminologies evolve over time in order to suit the needs of users. There are a number of types of changes that occur in terminologies that can have an effect on the reusability of data that are encoded with these terminologies. For example, when a *major name change* occurs, the term associated with a code changes so much that the meaning is essentially different, even as the code remains the same. Other types of described changes include *simple addition, refinement, deletion due to obsolescence, deletion due to redundancy, minor name change, precoordination, disambiguation, code change,* and *code reuse* [@b0015].

We have developed a formal representation of the relation between concepts and terms, around which we have also developed a methodology for management of terminology changes. We have also implemented our methodology in a terminology maintenance tool. To evaluate our methodology, we compared two methods for retrieving ICD-9-CM data, based on recall when retrieving data for ICD-9-CM terms whose codes had changed but which had retained their original meaning. Our evaluation is focused on *code change*, which occurs when the code for a term changes but the term's meaning remains exactly the same. For example, in the 2005 version of ICD-9-CM, the code for "Meconium aspiration syndrome" is 770.1, but in the 2006 version, its code was changed to 770.10. Recall can be decreased when searching for ICD-9-CM-encoded data because when the code for a term changes, a retrieval method that does not properly manage the code change may miss cases that are encoded with the new code for the term.

2. Background {#s0010}
=============

2.1. Controlled terminologies in biomedicine {#s0015}
--------------------------------------------

Controlled terminologies are important in medicine mainly because of the need to cope with the volume of information involved in patient care. Applications such as direct patient care, clinical research, epidemiology, and billing all rely on information about diagnoses and procedures. In the age of computer-based patient records, controlled terminologies facilitate tasks such as data entry, data retrieval, data aggregation, and data analysis [@b0020], [@b0025], [@b0030], [@b0035]. Furthermore, they play an integral role in more sophisticated computer-based applications such as decision-support systems and information retrieval systems, where they provide crucial links among data about the patient, computer-based knowledge sources, and computer-based reasoning programs [@b0040]. Terminologies inevitably have to be updated in order to keep up with users' needs. Ideally, the meaning of recorded data should never change. However, without a systematic methodology for managing changes, the meaning of data may be lost or changed [@b0015].

2.2. Desiderata for controlled terminologies {#s0020}
--------------------------------------------

Given the importance of terminologies, it was only natural that researchers would try to define those properties that are required of a good terminology. Curators of controlled biomedical terminologies need definitions of properties that make a terminology adequate to serve its intended purposes. Various researchers had already been independently articulating these requirements, and in 1998, we published a review paper that brought together many of the common themes [@b0020]. Although the desiderata arguably rest on a reasonably wide consensus within the informatics community, a few stand out as particularly relevant to the problem of terminology maintenance.

### 2.2.1. Concept orientation {#s0025}

Concept orientation means that the basic unit of the terminology is the meaning of the term, rather than the string of letters used to refer to that meaning. It implies that terms must not be vague and should correspond to at least one meaning (non-vagueness), concepts should correspond to no more than one meaning (non-ambiguity) and lastly, particular meanings should only correspond to single terms (non-redundancy).

### 2.2.2. Concept permanence {#s0030}

The meaning of a concept should never change and concepts should never be deleted in system implementations. The importance of this requirement becomes clear when one considers the possible dire effects on encoded data and interoperating systems if this requirement is not met. When data that are encoded using the older meaning of a concept are interpreted according to a new meaning for the concept, inferences may no longer be valid. Furthermore, deleting concepts will prevent us from being able to interpret all of the data that were encoded and stored prior to the deletion, including data whose meanings depend on deleted terms.

### 2.2.3. Graceful evolution {#s0035}

Controlled terminologies evolve over time in order to keep up with the needs of their users. Terminology curators must strive for graceful evolution of the content and structure of the terminology, in order to avoid problems due to ill-conceived changes and to facilitate understanding of the changes [@b0015]. The description of the requirement of *graceful evolution* alludes to the use of a general editorial policy for change management. On the other hand, *concept orientation* and *concept permanence* are clearly defined, specific requirements that are directly related to the research problem because any methodology for organizing and maintaining terminologies must ensure that the terminology fulfills these requirements.

2.3. Temporal databases {#s0040}
-----------------------

Many applications of databases are temporal in nature, such as medical-record keeping, accounting, and airline scheduling [@b0045]. Applications like these rely on temporal databases, which record time-referenced data. Some of the techniques developed in temporal database research are relevant to the problem of terminology maintenance, since many of the issues in terminology maintenance are also temporal in nature. Much like ontologies, databases model a part of reality. In addition, they also collect information about specific facts in that reality, using a variety of structures collectively called *database entities*. In general, temporal data are associated with facts recorded in these entities. Among these aspects is the notion of *valid time* -- a span including the past, present, or future -- when the fact is true. All facts have a valid time by definition. On the other hand, the *transaction time* of a database fact refers to the time when the fact is current in the database [@b0050]. The transaction time spans from insertion to deletion of the fact in the database. The notion of a *valid time* is particularly relevant to terminology maintenance because relationships between codes, terms, and concepts (or meanings) change over time (as terminologies are updated) and thus have a valid time, i.e. it is only during the valid time of the relationship that a code, a term, and a concept are related to each other in a particular configuration. The notion of transaction times, on the other hand, would be useful in local installations of terminologies, because information regarding *when* the facts regarding a particular code-term-concept configuration are added to the database can be used in "rollbacks" (i.e., restoring a configuration to a previous, stable state) and conflict resolution (e.g. resolving conflicts between a shared version and a local version).

### 2.3.1. Temporal data models and temporal entity relationship modeling {#s0045}

A significant amount of research work has gone into extending the conventional data models used in database management systems in order to support the capture of temporal data. Many relational models have been proposed [@b0055], and each of these models include techniques for representing valid time and transaction time. The Bitemporal Conceptual Data Model, for example, uses timestamps for tuples, corresponding to facts, with values that are sets of (*transaction time*, *valid time*) pairs [@b0055]. The presence of a (*tt*, *vt*) pair in a timestamp of a tuple means that the current state of the database at time *tt* records that the fact represented by the tuple is valid at time *vt*. The disadvantage of this approach is that the size of the database increases very quickly as time passes. An alternative model uses a fixed-length format for tuples [@b0060]. *T~s~* and *T~e~* record starting and ending transaction times, while *V~s~* and *V~e~* record starting and ending valid times. The database stays up-to-date without changing things at every clock "tick"; this is made possible by the introduction of the variable *now* that assume the changing current time value.

These database models would allow terminology maintainers to carry out some of the operations that are needed to handle updates to terms. Notably, handling the semantics of changes in the meaning of "not elsewhere classified" is not possible. Furthermore, if one wanted to extend the models to incorporate relationships with concepts (i.e., in addition to codes and terms), then one would need to add another attribute to the model ("concept"). Concepts, however, are usually represented within ontologies, which are much better suited to handling the structures and semantics that are required for concepts and relations. Configuring a database of concept-term relationships to work with an ontology is possible, but it comes at the cost of maintaining separate structures, each with its own set-up and maintenance requirements. Ideally, we should be able to represent relationships among concepts, terms, and codes within the same structure that we use to represent concepts and relationships among concepts.

2.4. Terminology maintenance {#s0050}
----------------------------

We have previously described our experience coping with the annual updates to the ICD-9-CM terminology and incorporating them into the Medical Entities Dictionary (MED) [@b0015]. The MED had mappings to the ICD-9-CM terminology, and every time the ICD-9-CM terminology changed, the maintainers of the MED first had to detect changes by comparing text versions of the two versions of ICD-9-CM using the UNIX *diff* program. Then, they had to analyze and handle the changes so that the mappings would remain valid. In earlier work, we formally described changes in terminologies that included possible reasons (both good and bad) for the changes. Corresponding to these changes were adaptive mechanisms for properly handling the changes in the MED. It was shown that while it was easy enough, with the right tools, to detect surface-level or *syntactic* changes in terminologies, the problem of determining the *semantics* of the change (i.e. how has the meaning of the term changed, if at all) was another problem altogether -- one that was more difficult, and ultimately, more important. For the results of syntactic analyses were deceptively simple, and only by doing a semantic analysis would it be possible to prevent the introduction of problems such as term *redundancy*, term *ambiguity*, and *undetected* *changes in meanings* *of terms*. To be specific, each of these problems would potentially result in a lowering in the quality and usefulness of inferences that could be made based on encoded data. To help in the prevention of these problems, he proposed a classification of terminology changes, alongside a methodology to handle these changes according to a concept-oriented paradigm that adhered to desiderata of controlled terminologies.

Oliver built on the work on the MED and proposed the CONCORDIA (CONcept and Change Operation Representation for DIAlects) methodology for synchronization of shared controlled medical terminologies with local versions (or "dialects") that could include extensions. The approach was centered on a formal model of medical concepts largely similar to those used in frame-based and semantic net-based knowledge representation systems. This formal representation in turn allowed Oliver to describe detailed and formal operations to handle the types of changes that we had earlier described [@b0065]. For evaluation, she created a small sample test set based on three existing sources of medical knowledge in one subdomain (rickettsial diseases) and demonstrated evolution of the medical terminology in two divergent directions (one local version and one shared version). Then, a proof-of-concept demonstration was performed by synchronizing the local version with the shared version using a synchronization-support tool which incorporated the CONCORDIA model and a model for change logs that could be disseminated among independent sites.

Campbell demonstrated new methods to support an evolutionary approach to controlled medical terminology development. In the system that he created, multiple authors were allowed to independently define terms, and then partially rely on the system to detect and manage conflicts in the definitions. Conflicting differences in definitions were detected using the logically-based definitions of terms, and a description-logic classifier detected conflicting definitions based on semantic equivalence rather than syntactic equivalence. Furthermore, the configuration management methods that he developed relied on "change sets" that contained information on changes that had been made by authors. These change sets were used to support terminology verification and automated migration [@b0070], [@b0075].

Noy and Musen developed the PROMPT set of tools that work with the Protégé ontology editor. One of the PROMPT tools handles semi-automated detection and handling of changes in ontologies. The tool produces a *structural diff* (analogous to the result of the "diff" UNIX program) that represents the structural differences between two versions of the same ontology. PROMPT also includes PROMPTDIFF, which is a set of heuristic algorithms that attempt to detect matches between concepts in different versions, as well as a user interface that helps human editors evaluate the results of PROMPT and make their own final decisions [@b0080], [@b0085].

SNOMED-CT is currently being developed and promoted by the International Health Standards Development Organization (IHTSDO) [@b0090], [@b0095]. SNOMED-CT has file formats for the corresponding notions of concept and relationship (among others). The IHTSDO developers include two fields (*effectiveTime* and *Active*) in each of the SNOMED-CT release file formats. Together, these fields enable the use of a log system to track all changes to the terminology's components. The *Active* field is filled with a boolean value that indicates whether a component (e.g. Concept, Relationship, Description, etc.) is valid within a particular release of SNOMED-CT *effectiveTime* serves as a timestamp for the log entries. Using this mechanism, it is possible to see both current values and historical values of any component at any point in time. It appears that it would be possible to implement most (if not all) of the terminology changes that were described in [@b0015], but documentation of the specific techniques to handle changes is limited to simple addition and deletion (due to obsolescence).

2.5. Reuse of encoded data in healthcare databases {#s0055}
--------------------------------------------------

A large amount of data is stored in health information systems in the form of encoded data. A significant portion of this is currently in the form of administrative data, which are generated as a result of administering healthcare delivery, reimbursing for services, and reporting morbidity and mortality statistics [@b0035], [@b0100], [@b0105], [@b0110], [@b0115], [@b0120]. There are limitations to the use of this data. The clinical content of administrative data includes only the demographic characteristics and diagnoses of patients and codes for procedures. Furthermore, there is evidence that suggests that administrative data lack important information when compared with concurrently collected clinical data [@b0125]. Still, the data are often reused for other purposes, such as the evaluation of the clinical outcomes and quality of care as well as creating datasets for clinical research [@b0105], [@b0130], because they are readily available, relatively inexpensive to acquire, and computer-readable.

Typically, healthcare data will be stored in large data repositories in standard database management systems. Although maintainers of terminologies may release information on the changes that have occurred between versions, insuring that these changes do not affect data-related tasks is an awkward (and usually *ad hoc*) process. Unless the maintainers of the data repository institute procedures that incorporate the changes, similar to what we do with the MED [@b0015], the effects of changes in terminologies may not be taken into account. A sample of studies that utilized encoded data over multiple years (hence, multiple versions of the terminology involved) did not mention methods to handle the possible effects of terminology changes on the performance of the data retrieval [@b0130], [@b0135], [@b0140], [@b0145], [@b0150].

3. Methods {#s0060}
==========

3.1. A formal representation of the Concept-Term Relation {#s0065}
---------------------------------------------------------

We developed the notion of the *ConceptTermRelation*, which is based on a formal representation that captures information about the relation between concepts and terms. This representation is meant to be used in conjunction with a domain ontology constructed according to formal ontological principles. While the domain ontology serves as a representation of the things in a domain, the *ConceptTermRelation* notion is used to represent associations between terms and concepts.

The concept-term relation is represented as a reified *ConceptTermRelation* concept, which has as its attributes:(1)The *hasCode* attribute that is filled by the terminology's code for the concept.(2)The *hasTerm* attribute that is filled by the terminology's term (or *one* of its terms) for the concept. We note that it is possible that a concept may have more than one term associated with it. In that case, a separate *ConceptTermRelation* instance is to be created. On an ontological level, this reflects the reality that the ConceptTermRelation instance is for a particular association of concept and term. On a practical level, creating individual ConceptTermRelation instances allows maintainers to modify the other attributes (i.e., *hasStartDatetime*, *hasEndDatetime*, etc.) of the relation between a particular concept and term without affecting the relation between the same concept and another term.(3)The *hasStartDatetime* attribute that is filled by the date when the particular association of code and term begin to be used in the terminology.(4)The *hasEndDatetime* attribute that is filled by the date when the particular code and term case cease to be used or associated with each other in the terminology.

Specific relations between concepts and terms are represented by instantiating the *ConceptTermRelation* concept as particular *ConceptTermRelation* instances. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} shows how we defined the *ConceptTermRelation* concept in OWL (Web Ontology Language) [@b0155], and [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the use of the *ConceptTermRelation* methodology to represent and handle inferences about code changes.Fig. 1Representation of the *ConceptTermRelation* concept in OWL using the OWL editing environment in Protégé.Fig. 2An example that illustrates the use of *ConceptTermRelation*. On the left is a taxonomic hierarchy. Solid arrows stand for subsumption (is-a) relations. To the right of the graph are the *ConceptTermRelation* instances (ConceptTermRel A and B) for some of the concepts. The has*ConceptTermRelation* relations (shown as inverses) link concepts to *ConceptTermRelation* instances. There are two *ConceptTermRelation* instances shown for concept 1. Although the terms for concepts 2--5 are not included in ICD-9-CM, the ontology includes these concepts, and their instances are coded with "770.1" (before 10/1/2006) and "770.10" (from 10/1/2006 onwards) becaise they inherit the link to *ConceptTermRel*'s *A* and *B* from Concept 1.

We note that in a production system managed by multiple curators, the fields we have included in our system would be incomplete: there would be at least three other fields necessary, i.e., one noting the type of change, another explaining the reason for the change, and yet another identifying who made the change. The system implemented in our study was designed to handle particular problems we encountered in current systems. Other requirements make it necessary for other fields to be included.

3.2. Terminology change management with ConceptTermRelation {#s0070}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The *ConceptTermRelation* model is general enough to handle each of the possible types of changes originally described by us. Each operation corresponds to one of the terminology changes that we originally described [@b0015]. In addition, we describe a new type of change -- changes to "Not elsewhere classified". One point to emphasize is that while it is possible to track down the corresponding meaning of a code for a particular point in time, the approach presented here would allow for automatic determination of this correspondence without having to resort to historical change-files. This is possible precisely because knowledge about the concept-term relation is incorporated into the model.

### 3.2.1. Simple addition {#s0075}

When a new term is added to a terminology, there are two possible cases to consider.(1)*The concept to which it refers already exists in the ontology*. In this case, two new *ConceptTermRelation* instances are created and values are entered for the attributes of each instance. Two new instances are created in order to be able to handle "Not elsewhere classified"-type terms and changes to these terms (see Section [3.2.10](#s0120){ref-type="sec"}). Note that while the *StartDate* attribute is filled, the *EndDate* attribute remains unfilled, to represent the fact that the concept-term relation continues to hold (until such a date has been specified). Also, *hasConceptTermRelation* relations are asserted between the concept and the two new *ConceptTermRelation* instances.(2)*The concept to which it refers does not exist in the ontology*. In this case, unless the term is of the "NEC"-type, a new concept has to be created and properly placed in the ontology. Then, as in case 1 above, two new *ConceptTermRelation* instances are created and values are entered for the attributes of each instance. Also, *hasConceptTermRelation* relations are asserted between the concept and the two new *ConceptTermRelation* instances.

In both cases, if two new redundant terms are introduced to the terminology, then two (2) *ConceptTermRelation* instances have to be added for each term, for a total of four (4) *ConceptTermRelation* instances.

### 3.2.2. Refinement {#s0080}

Refinement occurs when one or more terms are added to provide a greater level of detail than was present in a previously existing term. In terms of change management operations using the *ConceptTermRelation* model, there is no difference between handling simple addition of a term and handling the addition of a refining term.

### 3.2.3. Precoordination {#s0085}

Precoordination occurs when a new complex term is created by combining two or more pre-existing simpler terms. In an ontology, this may correspond to a concept that is subsumed by or related to (e.g. part-of, has-site) two or more different concepts. Assuming that the *is-a* assertions are valid, this is handled in the following manner:(1)*The concept for the new term already exists in the ontology*. The ontology itself may have to be updated in order to reflect that the concept should have been subsumed by two parent concepts (i.e. a case of adding "missing" knowledge). Otherwise, this is treated the same as case (1) of simple addition of a new term.(2)*The concept for the new term doesn't exist in the ontology*. A new concept will have to be created, and any necessary subsumption (*is-a*) relations will have to be specified. Again, from this point forward, this is treated the same as case (1) of simple addition of a new term.

### 3.2.4. Deletion due to obsolescence {#s0090}

Deletion of a term due to obsolescence is handled by entering a value for the *hasEndDate* attribute of the corresponding *ConceptTermRelation* instance(s); the value will be the date when the term was deleted from the terminology. Note that the corresponding concept in the ontology is never deleted (thus holding to the requirement of concept permanence). Instead, the knowledge of when the term stops being used in the terminology is captured in the *ConceptTermRelation* instance.

### 3.2.5. Deletion due to discovered redundancy {#s0095}

Assuming that the terms were linked to the same concept in the first place (i.e. the ontology adhered to the principle of *concept orientation*), deletion of a term due to discovered redundancy is handled in the following manner.(1)If one of the redundant terms is kept in the terminology and the other(s) is(are) dropped, then we handle the deletion of the term(s) the same way as deletion due to obsolescence.(2)If all terms are dropped and a new term is introduced to replace the redundant terms, then we handle the deletion of all dropped terms the same way as deletion due to obsolescence. In addition, we treat the addition of the new term as a case of simple addition of a new term (with pre-existing concept, case (1)).

If the redundant terms are linked to different concepts, and the concepts are found to be equivalent in meaning, this implies that the ontology did not adhere to *concept orientation*. The maintainer(s) of the ontology would have to retire one or more the redundant concepts and any associated term(s). Methods for retiring concepts is beyond the scope of our methodology, but has been discussed in the terminology literature [@b0015], and is implemented in some terminologies, notably in SNOMED-CT [@b0160].

### 3.2.6. Major name change and minor name change {#s0100}

In terminologies that are used as coding systems, the term associated with a code can change. A *major name change* occurs when a term sufficiently differs from its previous version so that the term actually refers to a different concept. For example, in 1994, the ICD-9-CM term "Flaccid Hemiplegia" (342.0) was changed to "Flaccid Hemiplegia and Hemiparesis" (342.0). A major name change can be seen as a composite change involving the deletion of the old term and an addition of a new one. In the example, "Flaccid Hemiplegia" (342.0) is deleted and the new term "Flaccid Hemiplegia and Hemiparesis"(342.0) is added; it just so happens that they map to the same code (in non-overlapping time periods). Handling a major name change involves two steps:(1)Treating the deletion of the old term the same way as a deletion due to obsolescence.(2)Treating the addition of the new term the same way as simple addition of a new term.

When a term changes but the concept to which it refers remains exactly the same, then this is a case of *minor name change*. Changes may be made to correct spelling errors or to keep up-to-date with naming conventions; they can also be made to make the meaning of a term more explicit. There are two things to consider when this type of change occurs. First, users might search for the concept using either the new term or the old term, so we have to explicitly represent that both terms are (or were) used (during different periods of time) to refer to the same concept. Second, encoded data that are stored after the minor name change will probably be retrieved using the new term, and data that are recorded before the change will be retrieved using the old term. Therefore, whenever a minor name change occurs in the terminology:(1)The relevant *ConceptTermRelation* instance(s) are changed by entering value(s) for the *hasEndDate* attribute. Therefore, we are able to retain the old term as well as knowledge of its relations to the concept and the code. We did not allow for this kind of functionality in earlier work [@b0015]. Although in Oliver's methodology it is possible to retain the old term and its relations to the concept and the code, this kind of knowledge is not represented in the ontology itself. One would have to extract the information from a log of changes in order to accomplish the same task, and there is no straightforward way to keep track without resorting to reification [@b0065].(2)New *ConceptTermRelation* instance(s) are created with the same values for *hasCode*. The *hasStartDate* attribute will have as its value the new date, and *hasTerm* will have the new term. A *hasConceptTermRelation* relates the concept to the new *ConceptTermRelation* instance(s).

### 3.2.7. Disambiguation {#s0105}

Sometimes, it becomes clear that an existing term could have had more than one possible interpretation or meaning. Two possible cases can be identified:(1)*The existing term was actually used to refer to several meanings*. If there are *n* possible meanings, we handle this case as 1 minor name change (change of the ambiguous term to an unambiguous term that refers to the same concept) plus *n-1* simple additions of new terms (one for each possible meaning).(2)*The existing term was always used to mean just one of the possible meanings*. This case is treated as a minor name change.

### 3.2.8. Code reuse {#s0110}

Code reuse occurs when the term associated with a code changes dramatically [@b0015]. Code reuse can be perceived as being the same as major name change, except that the semantic distance between the old concept being referred to and the new concept is greater. Therefore, the mechanisms for handling this type of change are the same as for handling major name changes.

### 3.2.9. Code change {#s0115}

Code change occurs in a terminological coding system when a term (and its corresponding concept) remains the same but the code that is associated with the term changes. In order to handle this type of change, the following operations are performed:(1)Enter values for the *hasEndDate* attribute of the relevant *ConceptTermRelation* instance(s).(2)Create new *ConceptTermRelation* instance(s) with the new code value and a new *hasStartDate* value; the *hasEndDate* attribute remains unfilled and the value for *hasTerm* is identical to one in the original *ConceptTermRelation* instance(s). The concept is then linked to the new *ConceptTermRelation* instance by a *hasConceptTermRelation* relation.

### 3.2.10. Change in meaning of "Not elsewhere classified"-type term {#s0120}

A special type of change may occur when terms are added, deleted, or undergo a major name change in subdomains where a "Not elsewhere classified"-type term is used. The meaning of the "Not elsewhere classified"-type term changes because its meaning depends on the meaning of the other terms.

In order to represent "Not elsewhere classified"-type terms, we make further modifications to *ConceptTermRelation*. These modifications are introduced in order to be able to accurately map "Not elsewhere classified"-type terms to the concepts to which they refer without requiring the introduction of artificial "NEC" concepts. The modification is relatively small: we introduced an *inheritable* attribute to the *ConceptTermRelation* concept, which can be filled with one of two possible Boolean values ("true" or "false"). When a *ConceptTermRelation* instance has an *inheritable* value of true, then the descendants of the concept to which the *ConceptTermRelation* instance is linked (via the *hasConceptTermRelation* relation) can inherit the link to that *ConceptTermRelation* instance. "Not elsewhere classified"-type concepts are not directly represented as a concept in the ontology. Instead, it is through the use of the *inheritable* attribute in *ConceptTermRelation* that one is able to handle changes in meaning (semantic drift) of "Not elsewhere classified"-type terms. In those subdomains where a "Not elsewhere classified"-type term is used (e.g. "Viral pneumonia due to other virus, not elsewhere classified"), some concept *X* that corresponds to the root term ("Viral pneumonia" or "Viral pneumonia, not otherwise specified") will have at least one *ConceptTermRelation* instance that has the value "true" for its *inheritable* attribute and whose *hasTerm* attribute will be the "Not elsewhere classified"-type term (e.g. "Viral pneumonia, not elsewhere classified"). After inspecting the start and end datetimes of the *ConceptTermRelation* instances of the child concepts of concept *X*, we can determine which of the child concepts of *X* will inherit a link to inheritable *ConceptTermRelation* instance(s) at a particular point in time. For the point of time we are interested in (e.g. "March 5, 2006"), if the time period of an inheritable "NEC" *ConceptTermRelation* instance is valid (e.g. "January 1, 2006 -- "), then any concepts that do not have any *ConceptTermRelation* instances that are valid for that point in time will inherit the link to the inheritable *ConceptTermRelation* instance. Furthermore, those concepts that are children of concept *X* that do not have *any* *ConceptTermRelation* instances linked to them (i.e. those concepts without a corresponding term in *any version* of the terminology) will automatically inherit the links to the inheritable *ConceptTermRelation* instance. Thus, any changes to the meaning of the "Not elsewhere classified"-type term are automatically handled because the "inheritable" *ConceptTermRelation* instance serves as a virtual pointer to those concepts that are *not* referred to by a term in a particular version of the terminology. For example (see [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} ), let's say a new term is added (simple addition) in the new version (January 1, 2007) of a terminology and the term's corresponding concept is a child of concept *X*. The addition of the new *ConceptTermRelation* instances (start date January 1, 2007) that are related to the child concept tells us that from January 1st 2007 onwards, the link to the inheritable *ConceptTermRelation* instance will *not* be inherited by that child concept. Therefore, no change is needed: the handling of a change in the meaning of an "NEC"-type term is implicit in the representation mechanism. [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} show how our method might improve data retrieval when "NEC"-type terms are involved.Fig. 3On the left we show the taxonomical hierarchy for the "Viral pneumonia" domain. Solid arrows stand for subsumption relations. To the right of the graph are the *ConceptTermRelation* instances for some of the concepts. In the 2003 version, we show two *ConceptTermRelation* instances for concept 1 ("Viral pneumonia") and two *ConceptTermRelation* instances for concept 2 ("Pneumonia due to adenovirus"). In 2003, although it isn't a coded term in ICD-9-CM 2003, the ontology already has the concept for "Pneumonia due to SARS-associated coronavirus". Hence, it "inherits" the code "480.8" from its "parent" concept (concept 1). The 2004 version of ICD-9-CM adds the entry for "Pneumonia due to SARS-associated coronavirus", so we create two new instances of *ConceptTermRelation* for concept 5. Since concept 5 now has its own *ConceptTermRelation* instances, the code "480.3" overrides the inheritable code "480.8" from the parent concept. Not shown are the *ConceptTermRelation* instances for concepts 3 and 4.Fig. 4If the terminology does not take into account the change in the meaning of the "NEC"-type term "Pneumonia due to other virus not elsewhere classified" (code 480.4), there are unwanted effects that can occur that affect data retrieval. To illustrate this, we extend the example in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. In this example, several cases of SARS-associated pneumonia and Hantavirus pneumonia are encoded in 2003 and 2004. Neither of these diseases have their own term and code in ICD-9-CM in 2003, but in 2004, a code and term are added for SARS-associated pneumonia. (1) When retrieving cases of SARS-associated pneumonias, a method that ignores the fact that 480.8 in 2003 will include SARS-associated pneumonias will not retrieve those cases (decreasing recall). In the example above, Cases 1, 3, and 4 will not be retrieved by methods that do not recognize that the meaning of "480.8"("NEC") includes these cases encoded in 2003 when 480.8 had a broader definition. Our method incorporates these facts and so is able to retrieve these cases. (2) Invalid comparisons might be made between data encoded as 480.8 in different years. This can happen because data encoded as 480.8 in 2003 will include SARS-associated pneumonias while data encoded as 480.8 in 2004 will not. A naïve assumption that 480.8 in 2003 and 2004 are comparable will not take this into account. Our method can track these differences, and the precision of comparisons across years can be improved by more precise definitions of "NEC" according to the terminology version.

3.3. Implementation and evaluation {#s0125}
----------------------------------

We implemented our methodology in a terminology maintenance tool as an extension to the Protégé ontology editor. We used the tool to interface a domain ontology derived from SNOMED CT (2005) and parts of ICD-9-CM (1997 version). We also used the tool to handle successive changes to ICD-9-CM (1998--2006).

Then, as part of our evaluation of the methodology, we compared two information retrieval methods based on their performance on retrieving ICD-9-CM-encoded data after the occurrence of a code change. Method 1 was based on a static view of the ICD-9-CM terminology (i.e. without regard for changes in concepts, terms, and codes); this is the approach typically used in retrospective studies [@b0130], [@b0140], [@b0145]. Method 2 was based on an approach for managing ICD-9-CM that took into account the effects of terminological changes using an ontological view. In the case of a code change, Method 2 utilizes the information about the code change, so that searches against an ICD-9-CM-encoded database will retrieve cases with the new code as well as the old code. Since Method 1 does not utilize this information, only cases encoded with the old code will be retrieved.

ICD-9-CM-encoded clinical data were obtained from the Columbia University Medical Center (CUMC) clinical data repository (January 1, 1997--May 1, 2006) with the approval of the Columbia University Institutional Review Board. All data were formatted and deidentified using Perl scripts and stored on a secure database running on MySQL. We analyzed all the changes that occurred in ICD-9-CM and categorized them according to the terminology change types [@b0015]. Terminology changes that occurred across the 1997--2006 versions of the ICD-9-CM were listed and sorted into bins of change types.

We obtained a random sample of ten code changes from the population of terminology changes in the bin for code changes. For each code change, we generated a corpus of cases using a combination of keyword- and pattern matching-based searches to screen for cases that had the discharge diagnosis from the CUMC clinical data repository. A case was defined as a unique hospital inpatient course that occurred over a period of time beginning at the admission date and ending at the discharge date. Therefore, the same patient could be associated with more than one case. Discharge dates had to be within the time period encompassing the consecutive 24 months (i.e., before October) preceding the code change, and the consecutive 15 months afterward. The date range was based on results of test runs of the case-retrieval program we used to screen for cases.

Cases were allocated equally among five judges. For each of the cases retrieved by the screening process, the judges reviewed the diagnosis section (also called the "impression" or "assessment" section) of the discharge summary associated with each case and made a judgment that served as the reference standard for that case. Judges were asked to determine whether any one of the ten diagnoses was made by the primary physician in each case: After reading the diagnosis section of the discharge summary, the judges determined whether the diagnosis was documented by the primary physician in the case. Possible responses included "Yes", "Maybe", "Cannot tell", and "No". A *positive case* was defined as a case where the diagnosis was given by the primary physician. A *negative case* was defined as a case where the diagnosis was not given by the primary physician. The raters' responses were dichotomized into the two categories in three different ways. This was done because it was found that there was some variation in how judges interpreted the "maybe" and "cannot tell" categories. In the first dichotomization, "Yes" responses were binned into the *positive case* category, and "Maybe", "Cannot tell", and "No" responses were binned into the *negative cases* category. In the second dichotomization, "Yes" and "Maybe" responses were binned into the *positive case* category, and "Cannot tell" and "No" responses were binned into the *negative case* category. Finally, in the third dichotomization, "Yes", "Maybe", and "Cannot tell" responses were binned into the *positive case* category, and only "No" responses were binned into the *negative case* category.

For each code change, we carried out parallel SQL queries using Methods 1 and 2 against the corpus of cases generated for recall measurement. Recall was computed as the proportion of all cases in the corpus that were classified as a positive case by the human experts and also retrieved by the method, based on the actual codes in the patient records. The recall performance of Methods 1 and 2 on each code change were compared using the McNemar Test, which is appropriate when the data consist of paired observations of nominal data [@b0165].

Finally, in order to estimate the reliability of the measurement process, the judges were asked to give their responses to each case in a separate set of 96 cases. There were five (5) judges and three (3) categories ("Yes","Cannot tell OR Maybe yes", and "No"). Inter-rater reliability was measured using an intraclass correlation coefficient (two-way mixed, single measures, absolute agreement -- corresponding to Shrout and Fleiss's ICC(3,1) [@b0170]) using the SPSS statistical software program [@b0175].

4. Results {#s0130}
==========

[Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} shows the ten selected code changes that we examined in our study, with entries describing the changes between years, the terms associated with the codes that were changed, and the actual codes that were listed in ICD-9-CM. A total of 675 cases were retrieved by the screening process and presented to the judges.Table 1ICD-9-CM Code changes that were used in the recall study.Code changeYearTermPrevious codeNew code12006Meconium aspiration syndrome770.1770.1022001Ulcer of lower limbs707.1707.1032005Decubitus ulcer707.0707.0042005Dysplasia of cervix622.1622.1052005Endometrial hyperplasia621.3621.3062005Prolapse of vaginal wall without mention of uterine prolapse618.0618.0072006Urinary obstruction599.6599.6082005Hyperparathyroidism252.0252.0092001Hyperplasia of prostate600600.0101998Staphylococcal septicemia038.1038.10

[Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} shows the results of measuring the recall performance of Methods 1 and 2 on the code changes. The results show that Method 2 performed significantly better (*p*  \< 0.05) than Method 1 for two of the ICD-9-CM terms whose codes had changed (Code changes 3 and 9), regardless of how judges' responses were dichotomized in the reference standard. For a third code change (Code change 8), Method 2 performed better than Method 1 using dichotomization 3. Finally, when all the cases were combined in an "overall" category, Method 2 also performed statistically significantly better (*p*  \< 0.05) than Method 1.Table 2Recall performance of Method 1 and Method 2 on ten (10) code changes (reported in %; *n* is the number of positive cases found by the judges). Double asterisks indicate a significant difference detected with the McNemar Test (*p* \< 0.05). Method 2 performed significantly better for Code changes 3 and 9, regardless of how judges' responses were dichotomized for the reference standard. Method 2 also performed significantly better for Code change 8 under the third dichotomization.Code changeDichotomization 1 (Positive = Y Negative = N,M,C)[⁎](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Dichotomization 2 (Positive = Y,M Negative = N,C)[⁎](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Dichotomization 3 (Positive = Y,M,C Negative = N)[⁎](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Retrieval Method 1Retrieval Method 2Retrieval Method 1Retrieval Method 2Retrieval Method 1Retrieval Method 2154.55% (*n* = 11)54.55% (*n* = 11)46.15% (*n* = 13)46.15% (*n* = 13)42.86% (*n* = 14)42.86% (*n* = 14)242.86% (*n* = 14)64.29% (*n* = 14)42.86% (*n* = 14)64.29% (*n* = 14)42.86% (*n* = 14)64.29% (*n* = 14)349.34%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 152)53.29%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 152)49.67%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 153)53.59%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 153)50.00%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 154)53.90%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 154)437.50% (*n* = 24)37.50% (*n* = 24)37.50% (*n* = 24)37.50% (*n* = 24)38.46% (*n* = 26)38.46% (*n* = 26)535.50% (*n* = 16)56.25% (*n* = 16)33.33% (*n* = 18)50.00% (*n* = 18)33.33% (*n* = 18)50.00% (*n* = 18)620.00% (*n* = 15)20.00% (*n* = 15)20.00% (*n* = 15)20.00% (*n* = 15)18.75% (*n* = 16)18.75% (*n* = 16)714.29% (*n* = 14)21.43% (*n* = 14)13.33% (*n* = 15)20.00% (*n* = 15)13.33% (*n* = 15)20.00% (*n* = 15)822.00% (*n* = 50)32.00% (*n* = 50)21.57% (*n* = 50)31.37% (*n* = 50)21.82%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 55)32.72%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 55)926.32%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 266)39.85%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 266)26.02%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 269)39.41%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 269)25.64%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 273)39.19%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 273)1018.52% (*n* = 54)18.52% (*n* = 54)19.18% (*n* = 73)20.55% (*n* = 73)18.18% (*n* = 77)19.48% (*n* = 77)Overall32.14%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 616)40.91%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 616)31.53%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 647)40.03%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 647)31.16%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 661)39.67%[⁎⁎](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (*n* = 661)[^1][^2]

With regards to the judges, two of the judges had finished 3 years of specialty training in Internal Medicine, 1 judge had finished 1 year of specialty training in Internal Medicine, and 1 judge had finished medical school. The calculated interclass correlation coefficient was sufficiently large at 0.599 (95% CI 0.503, 0.689), so the results of the inter-rater reliability study show that reliability was sufficient for the judges' responses to be used as a reference standard.

5. Discussion {#s0135}
=============

Our method builds upon previous work on using a formal analytical approach to detecting and managing terminology changes. Furthermore, we have adopted a formal representation of terminology changes that is compatible with the widely-adopted Web Ontology Language (OWL) representation for ontologies. One advantage of an ontology-based approach is that it allows us to handle changes in the terminology in a way that propagates these changes down a class hierarchy correctly (inheritance). This in turn allows for an easier time managing changes in terminologies and incorporating them in a way that does not alter or lose the meaning of existing data. The method also takes into account problems with managing other types of terminology changes that are not solved by simply querying for the class. For example, in major name changes, the meaning of a term associated with the code changes but the code remains the same. Our method allows for the representation and handling of these kinds of changes. SNOMED-CT, as mentioned above, includes a log-style change mechanism that employs the use of the *effectiveTime* and *active* fields. These fields are used to handle changes to the ontology itself, and are used in the core ontology files (i.e. Concept, Description, Relationship, Reference Set). There is some overlap with the methods in our model that pertain to changes in the ontology (as opposed to changes in the relation between concepts and terms), but our methods also specifically deal with problems involve the relationship between terms and concepts. SNOMED-CT does include "cross-maps" between the SNOMED-CT ontology and external terminologies such as ICD-9 (and ICD-10 in the future), but the mappings (analogous to the *ConceptTermRelation* in our model) do not include equivalent attributes that would allow for the kind of change management we describe here [@b0090], [@b0095], [@b0180], [@b0185].

One notable result in our experiments is that the recall performance of both methods are low, and this finding may be explained by the fact that the automated retrieval of cases (based on incomplete coding of cases by human coders) is measured against the responses of human expert judges who were asked about specific diagnoses. It is not hard to understand why Method 2's recall performance can be significantly better for terms whose codes have changed. Over time, human coders will become better at using the new (and correct) code for the diagnosis, even though there is bound to be some lag between the official start date of a code change in ICD-9-CM and full compliance with that change. A method that did not take into account code changes would miss more cases with the correct diagnosis, since the method would not know that cases with the new code should be retrieved. On the other hand, a method that took into account the new code would retrieve cases with the old code (prior to the date when the change is enforced) as well as cases with the new code (subsequent to the date when the change is enforced).

Precision was not measured in this study, because cases were retrieved with either method based on coding by the hospital coders with the relevant codes, even if the judges did not do so based on the limited abstracts they reviewed. However, the methodology we have developed has the potential to improve precision, because it takes code reuse into account. Code reuse is a type of terminology change that occurs in ICD-9-CM when the name associated with a code is changed in such a way as to change its meaning (the converse of a code change). Although none of the codes were affected by code reuse, this type of change does occur in ICD-9-CM. If one of the codes had been reused during the study period, a method that did not take into account code reuse would incorrectly retrieve cases coded with that code subsequent to its change in meaning, thereby increasing the number of false positive cases and reducing precision.

While ICD-9-CM is by no means representative of all terminologies, the pervasiveness of its use in healthcare, as well as the fact that many of the difficulties of handling "real world" terminologies also plague ICD-9-CM, made it a good candidate for this study on the effects of properly handling terminology changes on reuse of healthcare data. ICD-9-CM-encoded data is ubiquitous, as it is currently a part of reimbursement and reporting requirements, therefore, the results of this study are applicable to a broad range of areas such as quality assurance and clinical research. One limitation of the study is that ICD did not change as drastically as it has in past years, and so we were limited to studying code changes, and the measured difference in performance was relatively small.

We have also introduced a new method for handling changes to "Not elsewhere classifed"-type terms. While some of the techniques that we describe may have been adopted in other fields (notably temporal databases), and IHTSDO's work on SNOMED-CT (and to a lesser extent in the UMLS) provide the knowledge provide some of the knowledge necessary to support such techniques, to date our work has been the only one to address how such techniques could be used to address this problem.

When data are reused, the effects of terminology changes need to be taken into account. Our study shows that an ontology-based ICD-9-CM data retrieval method that does so performs better on recall than one that does not in the retrieval of data for terms whose codes had changed but which retained their original meaning.
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[^1]: Y = Yes, N = No, M = Maybe, C = Cannot tell.

[^2]: Statistically significant difference (p \< 0.05).
